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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations
Affordances – The possibilities for action available to the actor based on the current fit between
the physical properties of the body and physical features of the environment
ANOVA – Analysis of variance
Choice-reaction task (CRT) – Task with multiple stimuli, and each stimulus requires a different
response
Critical Point (CP) – The behavioural switch point where a change in action strategies occurs
when trying to perform a behaviour
Obstacle Avoidance – The process by which an individual will not collide with an object
Response Time (RT) – Amount of time in milliseconds
SD – Standard Deviation
Shoulder Rotation (SR) – the magnitude of rotation about the vertical axis
Shoulder Width (SW) – The measurement in centimeters of an individual’s widest point
Virtual Reality (VR) – A computer-generated simulation in which this study was conducted
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Abstract
Background: Vision will guide the actions and behaviors that allow us to circumvent environmental
obstacles. When passing through a gap, individuals will consistently elicit a shoulder rotation (SR)
if the gap is 1.4 times their shoulder width (SW) or narrower, with this behaviour being produced
under various environmental conditions. Although a few studies have investigated perceptual
predictions regarding gap passage, the effect of physical activity and the differences between
trained and untrained athlete’s behaviours has not been examined. This study investigated the
perceptual judgements of non-athletes and varsity athletes regarding the action they would utilize
to pass through a dynamically converging gap, and whether varsity athletes experienced any sportspecific benefits from a bout of physical activity.
Methods: Part 1) Eleven non-athletes walked (in VR) along a 7.5 m path while two avatars moved
towards them on converging angles, creating perceived aperture widths of 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and
1.8 x SW at the theoretical time of crossing. At 2 seconds prior to contact the screen went blank
and the subjects identified whether they would rotate their shoulders to pass through the two or
not. The non-athletes completed the study on two counterbalanced days, the exercise day
involved a 14-minute exercise protocol (a 2-min warm-up, 10-min graded exercise bout, and a 2min cool down), before repeating the task again. On the rest day participants sat quietly for 15
min before competing the task a second time. Part 2) Eighteen varsity athletes were randomized
into an exercise or rest group. Both groups completed a single protocol from Part 1 (either the
exercise or rest day).
Results: Both the non-athletes and varsity athletes’ perceptions were modulated to body-scaled
judgments, such that smaller apertures were perceived to require significantly more rotations
5

then larger ones. After exercise, the non-athletes critical point became more conservative (from
1.13 to 1.25 x SW), while the varsity athletes critical point got closer to their true SW (from 1.21 x
SW to 1.17 x SW). Exercise had no effect on non-athlete’s response time (p=.47) or accuracy
(p=.22) but shortened the varsity athletes response time (p=.033) and improved their accuracy
(p=.046) from 69% to 82% correct perceptual judgements.
Conclusion: Overall, the results of the current study demonstrated that both non-athletes and
varsity athletes successfully modulated their perceived SRs to gap width. It is possible the arousal
following physical activity allowed the athletes enhanced visuomotor skills to be transferable to
the current task by making it more sport-specific. The results from this study provide insight as to
how individuals perceptually circumvent apertures without producing actions and provides further
understanding as to how perceptions and actions work together to guide locomotion.
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-CHAPTER 1Literature Review
Every day, people are required to make adjustments to locomotion in order to avoid
obstacles in a cluttered environment. These modifications occur when walking down a busy street,
throughout a crowded shopping mall, onto public transit such as a bus or subway, or to avoid
tackles attempted by the opposing team during a championship football game. While walking
through these environments, one must accurately perceive both self-motion, the position of the
body, and movement within the environment (Patla, 1997). These perceptions will allow for the
identification of obstacles and allow one to choose an avoidance plan, initiate the action, and make
adjustments to allow for successful execution of the decided behaviours (Tresilian, 2012).

1.1. Perception Action Integration
Perception is the process of obtaining information from one’s surroundings (i.e. about the
environment and about the location of one’s body in space) and it is in a cyclical relationship with
one’s actions (Gibson, 1979). Individuals will use their visual system to gain information about the
environment, which will guide the actions and behaviours employed. These action’s consequently
change the relationship between the individual and the environment, providing a new set of
perceptions which will guide the next set of actions (Gibson, 1979). Visual information is not static
when moving through the environment, the head moves in relation to the world which results in
continuously changing visual information that is defined as optic flow (Lee, 1976). Optic flow will
afford information both about the environment and the location of objects in space (i.e. motion
7

parallax) and provide information pertaining to movement occurring in space (i.e. visual
kinesthesis) (Gibson, 1979).
To successfully walk through an environment and have visually guided action, it is important
to understand what actions or behaviours are possible within the given environment. The
environment can be described in terms of the behaviours that are possible within it at any given
moment, by the term “affordances” (Gibson, 1979). Affordances are established by both the
capabilities of the actor and the physical constraints put forth by the environment and are a
theoretical way of describing the coupling between both perceptions and actions. Affordances can
be either action- or body-scaled. Action-scaled suggests that the behaviours performed are
relative to the action capabilities of the individual (i.e. the catchability of a ball is relative to an
individuals speed, coordination, and vertical jump). This type of information plays an important
role in visual control of locomotion, providing information both about an individual’s approach
speed, and is used to regulate speeding up and breaking (Warren, 2006). Body-scaled suggests the
actions are performed relative to the physical dimensions of the individual (i.e. the passability of
an aperture is relative to the actors’ shoulder width (SW)) (Warren & Whang, 1987). A common
perception-action integration task that humans face in daily life is passing through apertures or
gaps, and avoidance of these types of obstacles has been found to depend largely on body-scaled
information (Warren & Whang, 1987; Hackney & Cinelli, 2011; Hackney, Vallis, & Cinelli, 2013).
One must accurately perceive both the width of the aperture as well as consider his or her
individual characteristics (i.e. shoulder width and approach speed) when making a judgement as
to whether an aperture affords passage. (Hackney et al., 2013; Tresilian, 2012). Therefore, bodyscaled judgements appear to drive decisions regarding the passability of static apertures (i.e. the
8

ratio between the dimensions of the gap and the dimensions and abilities of the actor directly
correspond with one’s CP) (Warren & Whang, 1987; Wilmut & Barnett, 2010; Hackney & Cinelli,
2011).
When an aperture is at a width which results in the individual changing avoidance strategies
(i.e. switch point from walking straight through a gap in the frontal plane to using a shoulder
rotation to pass through), the gap size is defined as the critical point (CP) (Warren & Whang, 1987).
Cinelli & Patla (2008) found that participants were using these perceptions to guide the action
utilized prior to passing through an oscillating door, with an increased variability in velocity
between 2-3 seconds prior to the time to passage. This suggests that this is the time when a subject
is able to adjust their gait for safe passage and are unlikely to make changes in the final stages of
the approach (Cinelli & Patla, 2008). Individuals CP’s have been studied experimentally, finding
that significant shoulder rotations (SR) will occur at gap sizes 1.3 times one’s SW or smaller
(Warren & Whang, 1987). A consistent CP has been reported in the literature, whether the
individual is given a choice in path selection (allowed to walk around the aperture) or if they are
forced to pass through the aperture (Hackney et al., 2013), suggesting the action chosen is based
on body-scaled information. Recently, Hackney, Cinelli and Frank (2015) investigated whether
individuals’ behaviours at the time of crossing apertures were affected by a change in the
environment. More specifically, assessing the differences in actions at the time of crossing human
obstacles compared to pole obstacles. The individuals appeared to maintain a larger CP when
moving through human obstacles, likely because the participant was taking into account the
possible movement that could be made by the a human obstacle, of which a pole could not elicit
(Hackney, Cinelli, & Frank, 2015). A change in the properties of the environmental obstacles
9

produced a CP for passage between human obstacles to be 1.7 times an individual’s SW (Hackney
et al., 2015), compared to the previously identified 1.3 times an individual’s SW found with a
doorway (Warren & Whang, 1987). Therefore, changes to the (environmental) obstacle properties
lead to changes in aperture crossing behaviours. However, changes to the presentation of the
environment from a real-world to a virtual world did not have the same effect on aperture crossing
behaviours. When aperture crossing behaviours were assessed in a virtual reality (VR)
environment, it was found that human-like obstacles (avatars) in VR were avoided much the same
as poles are in real life, revealing a CP of 1.4 times an individual’s SW (Pfaff & Cinelli, 2017). These
studies reveal that one’s CP for aperture crossings can change when the properties of obstacles
are changed.
The dynamic link between action-capabilities and the environment is evident in everyday
environments, however this relationship is pushed further when considering changes to the
person. For example, comparing behaviours of skilled athletes versus untrained individuals in a
competition setting. One such situation is a running back carrying the ball up field while looking
for holes between converging defenders, making judgements as to whether these gaps afford
passage during an American football game. Higuchi and colleagues (2011) investigated whether
athletes with extensive training at passing through narrow spaces (i.e. American football players
and rugby players) would pass through apertures differently than untrained individuals. The
researchers found that American football players showed a significantly later onset (approximately
0.2 s) of shoulder rotation (SR) when completing aperture crossing tasks, as well as a smaller
magnitude (approximately 10° smaller) of SR when compared to the untrained individuals. This
difference however, was only evident when the trained athletes were allowed to run through the
10

apertures. When the football and rugby athletes walked through the apertures, there was no
difference between their strategies and those made by the untrained individuals. Similarly, Pfaff
and Cinelli (2017) investigated whether the path selection or action strategies would differ
between rugby players and non-athletes when passing through gaps. They found that when rugby
players elicited an avoidance behaviour holding a rugby ball, the avoidance behaviour was made
both temporally and spatially closer to the obstacle. It appears that long periods of sports training
can result in improvements in body-awareness, however these benefits are only seen when the
task has sport-specific characteristics (Higuchi et al., 2011; Pfaff & Cinelli, 2017).
Warren and Whang (1987) attempted to gather evidence for a set ratio between aperture
and shoulder width to identify the transition from walking forward through an aperture to
requiring a body rotation, and to test whether perceptual judgements of these same aperture
crossings were consistent with the actions previously produced. Twenty male subjects were asked
to judge “Yes” or “No” as to whether they believe they could pass through ascending or
descending sized apertures. Perceptually, an aperture-shoulder-width ratio was found at 1.16,
more conservative (but not statistically different) when compared to the 1.3 ratio observed with
the true actions of this population. Although not a perfect predictor, this study provides support
for similarities between perceptions and actions and that individuals can make consistent and
accurate judgements of the passabiliity of static apertures from a distance through the use of
visual feedback. More recently, Fajen and colleagues (2011) had twelve participants walk in a VR
world with two poles that converged, terminating in a width equal to the participants SW. After
the individual had moved for 1 second or stayed standing, the obstacles disappeared and the
participants were instructed to judge whether they would fit through the gap without running or
11

rotating their shoulders. Consistent with the previous findings by Warren & Whang (1987),
perceptual judgements mapped onto what action would have been formed, and this was the case
whether the individuals were moving or standing stationary (Fajen et al., 2011). Similarly, Hackney
& Cinelli (2011) had both young adults and older adults make judgements regarding the passability
of a static aperture under three conditions: 1) static standing 5 m away, 2) dynamic, walking
towards aperture and making judgement when passing the 5 m mark (but not passing through the
aperture), and 3) producing the action and passing through the aperture. It was found that young
adults’ perceptions (both static and dynamic) regarding the passability of apertures was consistent
with the actual actions produced. Older adults produced a similar CP to the young adults when the
judgements were made from a static position, however the dynamic perceptions were consistent
with their actions, having a more conservative CP. It was suggested that the perceptions that are
made while in motion are more closely linked to one’s actions, because the individual will take into
account his or her dynamic balance control. These studies provide support that our perceptions
regarding aperture crossing judgements are consistently accurate. As discussed early, judgements
will be made based on a combination of both body-scaled judgements and action-scaled
judgements. Perceptions of action-scaled judgements were investigated by Oudejans and
colleagues (1996); finding that perceptions of behaviours that required movement (ex. catching a
ball or passing through a converging gap) are inaccurate without physically producing the
behaviour. However, this study was replicated by Fajen and colleagues (2011), refuting the idea
that moving is a prerequisite to knowing locomotor capabilities. One commonality between both
of these studies however is that actors do not rely on knowledge of their capabilities stored in
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memory from previous experience, but rely on feedback and adjustments between perceptions
and actions as the desired behaviour is produced (Oudejans et al., 1996; Fajen et al., 2011)

1.2. Visual Control of Locomotion
The use of the relationship between perception and action is dependent on first having
accurate perceptual information, to allow for the regulation of actions (Cinelli et al., 2009). During
any given avoidance; the visual system, vestibular system, and somatosensory system will all
provide valuable information for making adjustments to gait and locomotion. How much weight
the feedback from each of these systems provides will depend on the task, however a combination
of all of them are responsible for controlling one’s balance and postural stability (Nashner, 1982).
These systems provide information about the actor’s body position, self-motion, and
proprioception, in addition to information about obstacles present in the environment (Patla,
1997).
Of the sensory systems, vision is the primary source of information in terms of guiding
locomotion; allowing for the initiation of movement, adapting locomotion in response to feedback
from the environment, and terminating locomotion (Patla, 1997). The visual system is unique in
that it provides information about the environment from a distance, making it vital when avoiding
collisions with obstacles; guiding locomotion towards attractors (i.e. endpoints) and away from
repellants (i.e. obstacles or apertures) (Fajen & Warren, 2003). From afar, the visual system will
provide knowledge about the layout of an environment which will in turn guide one’s movements,
by helping the individual identify the most efficient and safe path for moving throughout (Patla,
13

2004; Cinelli & Patla, 2007). During adaptive locomotion, vision will permit an individual to make
an avoidance plan and anticipate obstacles a priori, while also allowing for online adjustments that
are prompted by receiving feedback during the action (Higuchi, 2013).
Emerging research on both anatomical and functional separation of the visual pathways
exiting the striate cortex suggests a division between two dominate visual streams. These two
streams should not be differentiated as being responsible for what and how action-relevant
information aids our visual perceptual experience but viewed as vision-for-action and vision-forperception (Goodale & Milner, 1992). Projections leaving the striate cortex and terminating in the
inferotemporal cortex have been named the ventral stream and are responsible for vision-forperception. A group of projections leaving the striate cortex and terminating in the posterior
parietal region have been named the dorsal stream and are responsible for vision-for-action
(Goodale & Milner, 1992). Through research on both primates and humans experiencing damage
to particular areas of the brain, support for these two separate systems has been reported. Firstly,
patient DF suffered from carbon monoxide poisoning, resulting in diffuse brain damage,
particularly in the cortical visual areas 18 and 19. Patient DF had visual-form agnosia; if asked to
distinguish between two wooden blocks, function was impaired. However, if asked to scale her
finger grasp to the size of the wooden block, patient DF’s performance appeared accurate (Milner
et al., 1991) supporting that the damage occurred to the vision-for-perception stream of the visual
system. Conversely, if an individual has suffered a lesion to the posterior parietal region, they are
able to accurately describe and recognize objects, however are unable to reach to visual targets;
supporting the idea that they have experienced damage to the vision-for-action stream of the
visual system (Goodale & Milner, 1992). Although much research supports the separation
14

between these two streams it is likely that a substantial amount of crosstalk does occur between
the interconnected systems. Each stream will use visual information in unique ways to contribute
to the integration of perception and action.
When making predictions regarding the time to contact of objects (such as catching or hitting
a ball), it is important that the action you perform is precise in terms of both the spatial and
temporal characteristics of the event. Peper and colleagues (1994) completed two studies, which
had individuals 1) judge the catchability of an approaching ball without actually producing the
reaching movement and 2) sit in front of a screen that simulated an approaching ball on an angle.
The approaching balls trajectory stopped before it would pass the subject, and the subject was
instructed to judge whether they would be able to touch the passing ball with an outstretched
arm (i.e. judge the time to contact). From the first study, it was concluded that individuals
perceived spatial judgements in units of ball size. The size of a ball and the distance of a ball are
however optically related, an object may appear small because of its physical dimensions or
because it is far away. Thus, without other information, knowledge about either the size or
distance of an object is required in order to perceive the other variable. Humans likely do not have
preprogrammed actions based on any one optic variable (i.e. predict where an object will be
located and then move to this position) but obtain general visual information by which actions can
be guided. The perceptual system in isolation does not need to be perfect, because we are unable
to obtain important pieces of information from objects solely from optic cues (i.e. acceleration)
(Lee, 1983). Instead, our actions will be continuously coupled with new visual information,
allowing for adjustments and a most robust perception-action system (Peper et al., 1994).
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1.3. Exercise and Cognitive Function
Making judgments regarding the passability of apertures and obstacle avoidance requires
the use of higher-order brain processes. Cognitive function is defined as a mental action, or the
process of acquiring knowledge; including attention, memory, judgement, and comprehension
(“Cognitive Function”, 2018). These processes occur through thought, experiences, and
information provided by the senses. Cognitive controls (or executive functions) are a group of topdown mental processes that are required to accurately select and monitor behaviours (Diamond,
2013). The three core executive functions are attentional control, working memory, and cognitive
flexibility (Diamond, 2013). From these, higher-order processes are built and refined such as
reasoning, problem solving, and planning. These procedures are integral in obstacle avoidance,
both in everyday situations and when participating in sport; where an athlete must simultaneously
use perceptual information about the environment and physical characteristics about themselves
to make appropriate and safe decisions.
Cognitive function can be measured in numerous ways; however, reaction time has been
identified as a sensitive measure when attempting to quantify the speed of the perceptual and
motor systems in a non-athlete population (Shmidt & Lee, 1999). Previous studies however have
shown no relationship between performance on a simple reaction time task and athletic training
or activity, due to the lack of simple reaction tasks that actually occur in sports (Kida, Oda, &
Marsumura, 2005). For example, Kroll (1973) had participants perform a bench-stepping exercise
protocol, and found no effect of exercise on cognitive function, by recording an individuals
response time to a simple reaction task immediately following a fatigue protocol. Although
subjects recorded decreases in strength production when performing leg extensions (up to 24%),
16

no deficits in response time were recorded. This lack of observed effect was attributed to the
protocol’s use of a simple reaction task and its relatively low cognitive requirement (Kroll, 1973;
Salmela & Ndoye, 1986).
In order to better assess cognitive processing differences across populations, a more
challenging task is required. William Hick (1952) described the response time for a person by the
amount of possible choices he or she has; observing that increasing the number of choices an
individual is provided with will result in a longer response time. This is because it takes a set length
of time to processes each piece of information, and more information to process will require more
time and neural resources (Hick, 1952). A choice reaction task (CRT) is considered more difficult
and situational, with individuals being faced with these tasks during obstacle avoidance in
shopping malls, or in sports regularly- as there are multiple stimuli, with each stimulus requiring a
different response.
Easterbrook’s cue utilization theory suggests that as an individual’s arousal increases to an
optimal level (i.e. participates in exercise), his or her attentional focus will narrow (Easterbrook,
1959). The narrowing of attention will result in irrelevant information from the environment being
gated out, allowing the individual to focus on the most task-relevant information. If the level of
arousal drops below the optimal arousal level, an under-aroused individual will have too broad of
an attentional span, resulting in an overwhelming amount of both relevant and irrelevant
information. Conversely, if arousal exceeds the optimal level, performance will again be hindered
as a consequence of task-relevant information from the environment being omitted in addition to
irrelevant information (Easterbrook, 1959). Although not specific to exercise, this model suggests
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that peak performance occurs when an individual is experiencing a moderate amount of arousal
(Yerkes & Dodson, 1908).
Performance on cognitive tasks during and after exercise have been found to vary
depending on both the intensity and duration of the exercise protocol (Davranche, Burle,
Audiffren, & Hasbroucq, 2006). Exercise intensity is typically defined through either percent of VO2
max or percent of maximum heart rate. Three levels of exercise intensity are defined, 1) low
intensity results from a heart rate of 50-70% a subject’s maximum heart rate, 2) moderate
intensity results from a heart rate of 70-80% a subject’s maximum heart rate, and 3) high intensity
exercise results from a heart rate of 80-90% a subject’s maximum heart rate. Maximum heart rate
is calculated by subtracting a subjects age from 220 and is thus relative to an individuals age
(Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins)
An optimal amount of arousal has been achieved through moderate intensity exercise for
simple reaction time tasks; with high intensity exercise causing stress and dehydration and low
intensity exercise hindering performance through anxiety and boredom (Davranche et al., 2006;
Bard & Fleury, 1978). This is consistent with the Inverted-U Hypothesis put forth by Yerkes and
Dodson (1908) that was used to describe the relationship between arousal and performance.
Salmela & Ndoye (1986) investigated the effect of arousal on attention, using physical activity
as the means of causing increased arousal in their participants. Ten males (20-26 years old) road
a stationary bike to exhaustion, during a 12-minute maximal all-out effort test. Each participant
pedaled at 50 rotations per minute, with the workload being increased by 1 kg every 2 minutes.
During the last two minutes of each block of exercise intensity, the participants completed a visual
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five-choice reaction time task at rest, where the participant would identify verbally the number of
five pea lights that lit up. It was found that between a resting heart rate and 115 bpm, the choice
reaction time got faster (performance was facilitated). However, as the exercise intensity
increased, and the heart rate elevated beyond 115 bpm, response time to the choice reaction task
was hindered.
Bard & Fleury (1978) investigated the effects of exercise on performance of a visuo-perceptual
task. Sixteen male students pedaled on a cycle ergometer for six minutes at 150 W, followed by
three minutes at 200 W. After this, 25 W were added every minute until the participant felt they
were unable to continue. Heart rate was recorded throughout the study, finding that the mean
heart rate at exhaustion was 192 bpm, and occurred after 16-19 minutes of work. Immediately
following the fatiguing exercise bout, the subjects completed the visuo-perceptual task, which
required subjects to locate a target number as quickly as possible, after projection onto a slide.
The response time and accuracy of each trial were recorded. Subjects showed no significant
changes in performance on the visuo-perceptual task following exercise. These results suggest
that fatigue brought on by physical activity does not impair an individual’s ability to process this
type of information. Although this intensity of exercise did not result in an improvement in
performance either, this is likely because high intensity, short duration exercise has too rapid of a
recovery from fatigue (Bard & Fleury, 1978; Fleury, Bard, Jobin, & Carribre, 1981).
In addition, Cian et al., (2000) found that low intensity exercise performed over a long duration
resulted in decreased cognitive performance. Subjects were either; 1) kept hyperhydrated using a
solution of glycerol, 2) dehydrated by controlled hyperthermia, or 3) exercised on a treadmill until
2.8% of body weight was lost (suggesting dehydration) while performing perceptual-motor tests.
19

It was found that both dehydration conditions resulted in impairments in cognitive abilities,
suggesting that the deficits observed following long duration exercise can be attributed to
dehydration and depleted energy stores (Cian et al., 2000).
One explanation for the improvement in cognitive function demonstrated during these
perceptual-motor tasks after low-moderate intensity exercise is enhancements in dynamic visual
acuity. Dynamic visual acuity is one’s ability to discern detail and characteristics from moving
objects, and accuracy on this measure will improve with increased loads of physical exercise
(Millslagle, Delarosby, & Vonbank, 2005). Another possible explanation is Easterbrook’s cue
utilization theory; suggesting that as a subject’s arousal increases, their attentional focus will
narrow to task-relevant cues. Conversely, if arousal is too high, performance can be hindered by
gating out of both task-irrelevant and relevant information (Easterbrook, 1959).

1.4. Virtual Reality as a Tool
Fajen and Matthis (2011) investigated how people perceive affordances on an action-scaled
task (i.e. walking through a shrinking gap in a VR world) by accounting for their locomotor
capabilities when judging the possibility for safe passage. During this study, the optic flow rate was
manipulated while the participant perceived whether a shrinking gap between obstacles afforded
passage. By manipulating optic flow, the individuals’ perceptions of movement were impacted.
The participants used information that was body-scaled and intrinsic (i.e. eye height) to specify
the minimum speed required to make it through the gap and made direct perceptions regarding
the passability of the gap, however their perceptions were still influenced by the change in visual
20

information. Therefore, it was concluded that we likely rely on both visual and non-visual
information when making judgements. Virtual reality is a computer-generated 3D environment
that is both interactive, and can produce a feeling of immersion for the individual by stimulating
real world experiences (Slobounov et al., 2014). VR is a tool that is becoming increasingly more
affordable, that is promising for therapy and can be used to investigate psychological and physical
behaviours of individuals. It allows for direct control and manipulation over both the environment
and the experimental design, without impairing the external validity of the study to the extent by
which research done in a lab would. VR has been found to produce a strong sense of presence for
the participant, have no practice effect, and not produce fatigue when assessing memory, balance,
or executive function (Slobounov et al., 2014). Fajen and Matthis (2011) demonstrated that
experimenters can manipulate and change an actors’ perceptions by manipulating optic flow. This
supports the notion that people’s perceptions and actions can be affect by the accuracy of visual
information. Thus, despite VR not being real world, the manipulation of the visual information
provided to the individual can allow direct investigation of one’s perceptions, which would not
otherwise be possible in the real world.

1.5. Thesis Purpose and Hypotheses
Perception and action together will guide locomotion and obstacle avoidance. When
young adults make perceptual judgements regarding the passability of apertures, one’s
perceptions have been found to line up with the actions produced when the individual is making
judgement from both a static and dynamic position (Fajen & Matthis, 2011; Hackney & Cinelli,
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2011). However, their perceptions were influenced by manipulations in visual information (i.e.
optic flow), suggesting we rely on both visual and non-visual information when making these
judgements. In addition, athletes have superior body awareness and visuomotor abilities, and
have been shown to perform aperture crossing tasks differently than a young adult population
(i.e. have a later onset of shoulder rotation and increased variability). These differences however
are only evident when the athlete is completing a task that is sport-specific. By continuing to test
the perceptual system in isolation under various environmental conditions, we can better
understand the cyclic relationship between our perceptions and our actions.

Thesis Objectives and Hypotheses
The objective of the current study was two-fold: 1) to investigate the accuracy of
perceptual judgements of both non-athletes and varsity athletes, when forced to make a
perceptual judgement of the action one would utilize to pass through a dynamic converging
aperture without physically producing the action; and 2) to investigate the effect of low-moderate
intensity exercise on the perceptual judgements of non-athletes when passing through a dynamic
converging gap, and to investigate whether varsity athletes experience any sport-specific benefits
from a bout of low-moderate intensity exercise.
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Hypotheses
1) Non-athletes will use body-scaled information to identify whether a dynamically
converging gap affords passage, with a perceived critical point that will emerge that is
consistent with previous literature where individual physically passes through gap (i.e. at
1.4 x SW) (Warren & Whang, 1987). The highest proportion of trials requiring a shoulder
rotation will be the narrower gap (i.e. 0.8 x SW) and the lowest proportion of trials
requiring a shoulder rotation will be the largest gap (i.e. 1.8 x SW).
2) Due to sport specific training, athletes will make more true perceptions regarding the
passability of closing gaps, with a critical point emerging that is less than that presented in
previous literature (i.e. less than 1.3 x SW) (Warren & Whang, 1987).
3) Exercise will improve dynamic visual acuity (Millslagle, Delarosby, & Vonabnk) and narrow
attentional focus (Easterbrook, 1959). A bout of exercise will therefore improve the
accuracy of perceptual judgements, by demonstrating a shift in critical point towards the
individuals true SW following a bout of exercise.
4) The varsity athletes will be more accurate when judging the passability of gaps, due to the
sport-specific training American football players have received regarding fitting through
gaps, as well as athlete’s enhanced body awareness (Toner & Moran, 2015).
5) Exercise will narrow attentional focus (Easterbrook. 1959) and improve visual acuity
(Millsagle, Delarosby & Vonbank, 2005). Exercise will shorten the response time of
perceptual judgements regarding the passability of a closing gap for the non-athletes.
6) Easterbrook (1959) states that every individual has an arousal level which results in optimal
performance. It is likely athletes have a higher optimal arousal level due to training and
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exercise, and therefore it is expected the athletes will not demonstrate the same
decreased response time following moderate exercise.
7) As the aperture width gets closer to the reported CP in the literature (i.e. 1.4 x SW), the
response time will become slower. The decreased response time will function to provide
the individual with more visual information before making a perceptual judgement
regarding the passability of the gap. Since this gap is closer to the true SW of the individual,
it poses a larger risk of the gap is overestimated.
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-CHAPTER 2Differences in perceptions of aperture crossing during a virtual reality choice reaction task
between non-athletes and varsity athletes
2.1. Introduction
Individuals will use visual information and perceptions of their surroundings to guide safe
locomotion through environments and to avoid collisions with obstacles. Visual perceptions will
provide information about the environment and what behaviours are afforded- which will then be
used to choose an action. This action will then result in a change in the relationship between one’s
body and the environment, providing a new set of perceptions which will guide the next action
(Gibson, 1979).
When judging the passability of static obstacles such as apertures, body-scaled information
will largely dictate the behaviour chosen, with the ratio between one’s shoulder width (SW) and
the size of the gap corresponding to one’s behaviours. A ratio of 1.4 times ones’ SW results in a
switch from frontal passage through a gap to the production of a shoulder rotation (SR) (Warren
& Whang, 1987). When individuals are asked to perceive the passability of an aperture without
actually producing the action, they are able to accurately judge passable static apertures from
those which are not passable (Fajen et al., 2011). This is because individuals are readily able to
obtain body-scaled information from optic variables such as eye height. Conversely, when
individuals are asked to perceive what behaviours would be utilized in tasks that rely on actionscaled behaviours (i.e. the catchability of a ball), without actually producing a movement,
inaccurate judgements are elicited (Oudejans et al., 1996). This has however been replicated by
Fajen and colleagues (2011), with conflicting findings, resulting in inconclusive research as to how
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we are able to perceptually judge movements that would typically require action-scaled
information.
The primary objective of this study was to identify the critical point (CP) for non-athletes
and varsity athletes when forced to make a perceptual judgement about the action they would
utilize to pass through a dynamically converging aperture, without physically producing the action.
Warren and Whang (1987) found that perceptual judgements about one’s actions at the time of
crossing a static aperture revealed a similar CP to walking through an aperture. It was hypothesized
that individuals would use body-scaled information such as the ratio between their SW and the
size of the gap to dictate whether or not the aperture afforded passage, and that a CP would
emerge that was consistent with previous literature (i.e. 1.4 times an individual’s SW). Athlete’s
superior body-awareness (Toner & Moran, 2015) when performing aperture crossing tasks in
previous literature is only observed when the task has sport-specific characteristics (i.e. running
through the gap, not walking) (Higuchi et al., 2011). Whether walking through a shopping mall or
running upfield during an American football game, one will constantly be flooded with visual
information. Non-relevant visual information can be gated-out through increased arousal
(Easterbrook, 1959), allowing for improvements in performance on cognitive tasks and visuoperceptual tasks. The benefits to performance following increased arousal have been reproduced
through the use of exercise and vary depending on the intensity and duration of the exercise
protocol (Davranche, Burle, Audiffren, & Hasbroucq, 2006). Low-moderate intensity exercise (i.e.
heart rate between rest and 115 bpm) resulted in the greatest benefit to performance on choice
reaction tasks exercise intensity beyond 115 bpm hindered performance (Salmela & Ndoye, 1986).
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The secondary objective of this study was to observe the effect of a bout of low-moderate
intensity exercise on the perceptions of the passability of gaps for non-athletes and varsity
athletes. It was hypothesized that both the non-athletes and varsity athletes would have a shift in
CP towards the individuals true SW, and that exercise would result in a faster response time.
Exercise will improve attentional focus (Easterbrook, 1959) and visual acuity (Millslagle, Delarosby,
& Vonbank, 2005), allowing the individual to discern details from the converging avatars and result
in more accurate judgements. Since athletes only show a difference in perceptual abilities in a
sport-specific context when compared to non-athletes, it was expected that no difference would
exist between the two groups prior to exercise, however a bout of low-moderate intensity exercise
would allow the football player to relate the VR world with a more sport-specific environment,
allowing the athlete to demonstrate their superior perceptual abilities.

2.2. Methodology
The research project was approved by the Wilfrid Laurier University Research Ethics Board
(REB #5417) and all participants gave their informed consent prior to the experiment. This study
was split into two parts: Part 1) investigated within-subject differences in non-athletes and Part 2)
investigated between-subject differences of varsity football players.

2.2.1. Participants
Participants were recruited into one of two groups (Table 1): 1) non-athletes between the
ages of 18 and 25 years (non-athletes, NA), and 2) varsity athletes between the ages of 18 and 25
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years (varsity athletes, VA) who were positionally trained for; running back (RB), defensive line
(DL), or linebacker (LB), as these positions received focused training on fitting through or filling
gaps between opponents (such as running upfield and fitting through blocking pads). NA were
required to have no participation in competitive field sports in the previous five years (at a
minimum). Eleven participants met the inclusion criteria for the NA population. The individuals in
the VA group were recruited from the Wilfrid Laurier University varsity football team and must
have been rostered on the team in the last 12 months, have not received a concussion in the last
six months, and be experiencing no concussion-related symptoms when at rest. Twenty
participants met the inclusion criteria for the VA population. Participants were excluded from the
study if: 1) they did not have normal or corrected-to-normal vision; 2) admitted to any illnesses or
disorders that would affect the individual’s ability to walk the 15m path of this study (i.e., 7.5 m
along the path + 7.5 m back to the starting position); 3) had a previous history of sensitivity to
motion and/or virtual reality and 4) must be able to read and understand English instruction.

Table 1: An overview of the demographic information for the non-athlete and varsity athlete
participants (mean ± standard deviation).
Non-athletes (NA)

Varsity Athlete (VA)

Participants

N = 11

N = 20
(8 running back, 8 defensive line, 4 linebacker)

Age

22.7 ± 1.00

RB = 21.5 ± 1.69
DL = 20.6 ± 0.520
LB = 21.5 ± 1.73

Height (cm)

179.4 ± 5.810

RB = 181.6 ± 4.070
DL = 186.1 ± 3.810
LB = 188.0 ± 4.890

Weight (kg)

82.1 ± 11.9

RB= 96.6 ± 10.2
DL = 110 ± 8.4
LB = 112 ± 15.6
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Days Active/Week

3.91 ± 1.04

RB= 6.13 ± 0.830
DL = 6.50 ± 0.580
LB = 6.13 ± 0.830

2.2.2. Protocol
Written informed consent, and the health history questionnaire were obtained from all
participants prior to their participation in the testing (Appendix A and B). The health history
questionnaire as used to ensure each participant met the inclusion and exclusion criterion for
participation in the current study.
Part 1 involved the NA population and took place over two consecutive days. On one day,
the participants were immersed in a virtual reality (VR) world that appeared as a football stadium,
where they performed a choice reaction task (CRT). After completion of the task, each participant
performed a 14-minute graded exercise bout (involving a 2-minute warm-up, 10-minute graded
exercise bout, and a 2-minute cool-down) before re-entering into the VR world to complete the
CRT a second time. On another day, each participant began the test day by being immersed in the
VR world, however after completion of the first CRT, the exercise bout was replaced with a 15minute period of quiet sitting. Following this 15-minute rest period, participants performed a
second attempt at the CRT in VR. The order of presentation of each test day was counterbalanced
across participants.
Part 2 involved the VA, whom participated in testing on one day only (not over two
consecutive days like the non-athletes). The 20 varsity athletes were pseudorandomized into
either: 1) an exercise group that performed the 14-minute graded exercise bout (involving a 2-
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minute warm up, 10-minute graded exercise bout, and a 2-minute cool down) between the two
CRT in VR or 2) or a rest group that performed a 15-minute period of quiet sitting between the
two CRT in VR. Assignment into each group was achieved using stratified randomization, to ensure
each group was homogenous in terms of specific football positions.
The exercise protocol was adopted from the Buffalo Concussion Treadmill Test (BCTT) used
during Stage 2 of the Return to Sport protocol following a concussion. This test incrementally
increases workload, while monitoring heart rate and symptoms until a maximum workload is
reached or the patient cannot continue due to significant exacerbation of symptoms. This protocol
was followed because the current study had the intention of collecting a concussed population
(Leddy & Willer, 2013), and this protocol ensured the concussed athletes were safe to participate
in the exercise bout. During the exercise protocol, the participants (in both parts) wore a heart
rate monitor to obtain information during baseline, exercise, and recovery phases. This allowed
the experimenter to ensure the individual was performing the exercise at a low-moderate intensity
level. The athlete biked at 55 RPM with no resistance for two minutes, after which the frictional
resistance was increased by 1 kg every minute until a low-moderate heart rate of 130-140 bpm
was achieved. On average, it took approximately 6-8 minutes for subjects to reach the target heart
rate. Once a low-moderate heart rate was achieved the resistance remained consistent until a
total of 12 minutes elapsed. Then the individual finished with a two-minute cool down.
Immediately after completing the exercise protocol, the participant was re-immersed in the VR
world, where they completed the CRT a second time. This allowed investigation of the effect of
exercise on the cognitive functioning and perceptual abilities of the participants.
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2.2.3. Experimental Design
A simple reaction time test is an effective method of displaying cognitive function;
however, it is likely too simple and may not have been challenging enough to yield a difference
between the participants (Salmela & Ndoye, 1986). A CRT is considered to be both more difficult
because it requires that individuals make quick and accurate decisions. For this study, a CRT was
developed within a VR world using a software called Unity and was utilized to assess the decisionmaking capabilities (i.e. cognitive functioning) of individuals, in the form of a collision avoidance
task (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). By examining response time and accuracy, an indication of the
individual’s perceptual abilities could be examined.

Figure 1: Virtual reality environment “Empty football stadium” from the view point of the
participant while standing at the start position (white box).
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Figure 2: Virtual reality environment “CRT in progress” from the view point of the participant
while moving from the start position.
The VR world appeared as a football stadium; with stadium seats, goal posts, and uprights
to provide optic flow to the participant. The participant actively moved (walked) up field towards
two approaching avatars. The two approaching avatars converged from the top two corners of the
screen at an angle of 45 degrees, at a speed relative to each participant walking speed. Prior to
the start of the study each participant completed three familiarization trials, where they walked
the 7.5 m path from starting position to a target. Each participant’s average speed was calculated
during these three trials, which was used as the relative speed of the avatars for each of the
experimental conditions. After each trial, the speed was updated by including the participant’s
walking speed from the previous trial to update the avatars’ relative speed. During each
experimental trial, as the individual approached the goal post between the converging avatars,
visual information was removed (i.e. their visual field went blank) two seconds prior to the
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theoretical collision/crossing point (i.e. time to contact). The participants were immediately
prompted to indicate “Yes” or “No” as quickly and accurately as possible as to whether they would
pass through the two avatars without rotating their shoulders, using hand-held remotes located
in each hand; with the right hand indicating “Yes” and the left hand indicated “No”. The approach
speeds of the avatars were such that the aperture sizes at the time of theoretical contact/crossing
were scaled to each participant’s shoulder width (SW); at 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8 times their
SW. After the participant provided a response, the VR visual scene refreshed to the football
stadium and the participant returned 7.5 m back to the starting position. No feedback regarding
the participant’s accuracy or response time was provided throughout the experiment. Each
participant completed five trials of each of the six different aperture widths, totaling 30
randomized trials.

2.2.4. Data Analyses
Decision for Rotation/Critical Point (CP)
The point at which visual information was removed on each trial, the participants were
instructed to identify whether at the theoretical time of contact/crossing they perceived a SR
would be necessary (“Yes”) to pass through the avatars or if they would be able to pass straight
through the avatars without rotating their shoulders (“No”). The total number of trials at each
aperture in which a SR was perceived to be necessary for safe passage was recorded as a
proportion of the total number of trials within a given condition. The proportion of “Yes” responses
for each aperture width for each participant were averaged across all participants in order to
determine whether a CP was present and whether the CP changed with exercise and/or multiple
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exposures (i.e., learning effect following a rest period). Critical point is defined as the behavioural
switch point by which an individual will change behaviours (i.e. switch from walking through an
aperture without rotating shoulders to needing to rotate shoulders) in order to be successful
(Warren & Whang, 1987).

Response Time (RT)
The response time was recorded the length of time (in ms) from the removal of visual
information (visual scene going blank) to the time the subject indicated their decision (“Yes” or
“No” to requiring a SR) on the handheld remote controls. The average RT during the five trials at
each aperture width (0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8 x SW) before and after both exercise and rest
was calculated to determine the average RT for each individual.

Accuracy
Accuracy was recorded as either a correct or incorrect decision, based on whether the
individual was able to correctly identify the necessity of a SR for a safe passage through the two
avatars. The cut-off for safe passage through the avatars was determined using CP’s. Given the
inconclusive evidence in determining the perceptual CP for individuals in VR, only the 0.8 x SW and
1.8 x SW trials were used for accuracy analysis. The correct response for the 0.8 x SW condition
would be to say “Yes” a SR was necessary, whereas the correct answer to the 1.8 x SW condition
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would be to say “No” a SR was not necessary. No feedback regarding the participant’s accuracy or
response time was provided throughout the experiment.

2.2.5. Statistical Analyses
Descriptive Analyses
IBM SPSS Statistics software was used to run statistical analysis. Outcome measures
including CRT decision, accuracy, and RT were analyzed using descriptive statistic variables
including mean and standard deviation. All participants were deemed free of any cognitive or
musculoskeletal injuries at the time of testing and did not have a history of concussions.

Decision for Rotation
The decision for rotation was represented as a percent of total trials in which each
participant perceived a SR was required for safe passage at each aperture width. To identify the
critical point for subjects in both Part 1 and Part 2, the average percentage of "Yes" responses
across participants was plotted as a function of the aperture widths for each condition and the
data was fit using a 3rd order polynomial function. The minimum aperture width at which the bestfitting curve crossed 50% was identified as the critical point. Thus, individuals tended to respond
"Yes" if the aperture width was larger than this point and tended to respond "No" if the aperture
width was narrower.
After calculation of each subject’s critical point during each condition, the non-athletes
were analyzed using a two-way repeated measures ANOVA, to assess the change in critical point
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for each day (2: exercise and rest), and testing point (2: pre and post). The athlete’s critical points
were analyzed using a mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA to investigate the difference
between the two groups (2: exercise and rest group) and the different time points (2: pre and
post).

Response Time
In Part 1, the NA population was analyzed using a three-way repeated measures ANOVA
to assess the average RT for each day (2: exercise and rest), aperture width (6: 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4,
1.6, 1.8 x SW) and testing point (2: pre and post). A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was also
carried out to assess the variability in RT for each day (2: exercise and rest), aperture width (6: 0.8,
1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8 x SW) and testing point (2: pre and post).
In Part 2, the VA population was analyzed using a mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA
to assess between-subject group (2: exercise vs rest) differences on average RT for within-subject
factors: aperture width (6: 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8 x SW) and testing time (2: pre vs. post). A
mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA was also carried out to assess between group (2:
exercise vs. rest) differences on the variability in RT for each aperture width (6: 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4,
1.6, 1.8 x SW) and testing time (2: pre vs. post).
In order to compare differences between NA and VA, mixed-model repeated measures
ANOVAs (between factor: group (2: NA vs. VA); within factor: aperture size (6: 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4,
1.6, 1.8 x SW) and time (2: pre vs. post)) were conducted to compare the response times between
the two groups (between-subject), or to find an interaction involving the between-subject
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variable. Post-hoc analyses will not be run for main-effects of within-subject factors or interactions
involving only within-subject variables.

Accuracy
The percent of trials in which a correct decision was made was based on ten trials per
participant; the five trials with a 0.8 x SW aperture width and the five trials with a 1.8 x SW aperture
width. Each participant’s proportional accuracy data across the ten trials was transformed using
arcsine transformations to allow for parametric analysis.
In Part 1, the NA population was analyzed using a two-way repeated measures ANOVA to
assess the difference in accuracy between the testing times (2: pre vs. post) and the days (2:
exercise vs. rest).
In Part 2, the VA population was analyzed using a mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA to
assess between group (2 exercise vs. rest) differences on accuracy for each testing time (2: pre vs.
post).
A mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA (between factor: group (2: NA vs. VA); within
factor: time (2: pre vs. post)) was conducted to compare the accuracy between the two groups
(between-subject), or to find an interaction involving the between-subject variable. Post-hoc
analyses will not be run for main-effects of within-subject factors, or interactions involving only
within-subject factors.
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2.3. Results
2.3.1. Decision for Perceived Rotation
In Part 1, the NA population had no significant interaction between day and time-point
(F=0.11, p=.75, 2=0.01, β=0.06). There was also no main effect of time-point (F=4.59, p=.06,
2=0.32, β=0.49) or day (F=0.62, p=.45, 2=0.06, β=0.11). The non- athletes had a critical point of
1.29 x SW before 15 minutes of quiet sitting (see Figure 3a), and after 15 minutes of quiet sitting
the critical point was shifted closer to their true SW at 1.12 x SW (see Figure 3b). Before the 14minute exercise protocol, the NA had a critical point of 1.13 x SW (see Figure 3c), however after
the 14-minute exercise protocol the critical point was shifted upwards to 1.25 x SW (see Figure
3d).
In Part 2, the VA population presented with a significant interaction between day and timepoint (F=11.15, p=.004, 2=0.38, β=0.88). The athletes had a critical point of 1.01 x SW before the
15 minutes of quiet sitting (see Figure 4a), however after 15 minutes of quiet sitting the critical
point was shifted upwards to 1.29 x SW (see Figure 4b). Before the 14-minute exercise protocol,
a critical point of 1.21 x SW was observed (see Figure 4c), however this was shifted down after the
14-minute exercise protocol to 1.17 x SW (see Figure 4d).
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Figure 3a: Average percent of trials a shoulder rotation was perceived as being required for safe passage
through each aperture width for (Part 1) non-athletes before 15 minutes of quiet sitting. Critical point
identified at 1.29 x SW.
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Figure 3b: Average percent of trials a shoulder rotation was perceived as being required for safe passage
through each aperture width for (Part 1) non-athletes after 15 minutes of quiet sitting. Critical point
identified at 1.12 x SW.
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Figure 3c: Average percent of trials a shoulder rotation was perceived as being required for safe passage
through each aperture width for (Part 1) non-athletes before 14-minute exercise protocol. Critical point
identified at 1.13 x SW.
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Figure 3d: Average percent of trials a shoulder rotation was perceived as being required for safe passage
through each aperture width for (Part 1) non-athletes after 14-minute exercise protocol. Critical point
identified at 1.25 x SW.
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Figure 4a: Average percent of trials a shoulder rotation was perceived as being required for safe passage
through each aperture width for (Part 2) varsity athletes before 15 minutes of quiet sitting. Critical point
identified at 1.01 x SW.
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Figure 4b: Average percent of trials a shoulder rotation was perceived as being required for safe passage
through each aperture width for (Part 2) varsity athletes after 15 minutes of quiet sitting. Critical point
identified at 1.29 x SW.
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Figure 4c: Average percent of trials a shoulder rotation was perceived as being required for safe passage
through each aperture width for (Part 2) varsity athletes before 14-minute exercise protocol. Critical
point identified at 1.21 x SW.
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Figure 4d: Average percent of trials a shoulder rotation was perceived as being required for safe passage
through each aperture width for (Part 2) varsity athletes after 14-minute exercise protocol. Critical point
identified at 1.17 x SW.
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2.3.2. Response Time
In Part 1, the NA population revealed no significant interactions (see Figure 5). The results
of a three-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed no main effect of day (F=.17, p=0.69,
2=0.017, β=0.067), or time point (F=.1.84, p=0.21, 2=0.16, β=0.23). However, a main effect of
aperture was observed (F=2.64, p=0.034, 2=0.21, β=0.76) (see Figure 5). A Tukey’s HSD revealed
that the response time for aperture width 1.4 x SW was significantly slower compared to all other
aperture widths (0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.6, and 1.8 x SW) (see Figure 5).
In Part 2, the VA population revealed no significant interactions (see Figure 6). The results
of the mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of aperture (F=3.54,
p=0.006, 2=0.16, β=0.9), with the aperture width 1.6 x SW having a significantly slower response
time than all other aperture widths (with the exception of 1.4 x SW) (see Figure 6). A main effect
was also observed for time-point on response time (F=5.33, p=0.033, 2=0.23, β=0.59), with the
second-time point having a faster response time compared to the first-time point (see Figure 6).
There was a main effect of time-point on the variability of the varsity athletes response time
(F=8.93, p=0.008, 2=0.33, β=0.81), with time-point one showing more variability than time-point
two (see Figure 7) (see Figure 7).
The mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA for the mean response time of the VA rest
group versus NA rest days demonstrated an interaction between time and aperture (F=2.78,
p=.02, 2=0.13, β=0.81) (see Figure 8). No between-subject group effect was observed (F=347.84,
p=.973, 2=0.0, β=0.05). The mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA for the mean response time
of the VA exercise group and NA exercise day demonstrated no interactions, however a main
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effect of time was revealed (F=8.76, p=.008, 2=0.32, β=0.8) (see Figure 8). No between-subject
effect of group (NA vs. VA) was observed (F=0.27, p=.61, 2=0.01, β=0.08).
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Figure 5: Response time for CRT in (Part 1) non-athletes before and after 15 minutes of quiet sitting (grey
lines) and before and after 15 minutes of low-moderate intensity exercise (black lines). Significant main
effect of aperture (p<.05), with aperture width 1.4 x SW having a significantly slower response time to all
other aperture widths.
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Figure 6: Response time to CRT in (Part 2) varsity athletes before and after 15 minutes of quiet sitting
(grey lines) and before and after a 15-minute bout of moderate intensity exercise (black lines). Significant
main effect of aperture (p<.05), with aperture width 1.6 x SW having a significantly slower response time
to all other aperture widths.
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Figure 7: Variability in response time to CRT in (Part 2) varsity athletes before and after 15 minutes of
quiet sitting (grey lines) and before and after a 15-minute bout of moderate intensity exercise (black
lines). A main effect of time on variability, with the second time point (both after rest and exercise) being
significantly more variable (p>0.05).
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Figure 8: Response time to CRT in (Part 1) non-athletes and (Part 2) varsity athletes before and after 15
minutes of quiet sitting. Significant between-subject effect (p<.05).

2.3.3. Accuracy
In Part 1, the NA population revealed no significant interactions. Results of a two-way
repeated measures ANOVA for the NA population indicated there was no main effect of day (F=.06,
p=0.81, 2=0.006, β=0.06), or time-point (F=1.31, p=.28, 2=0.12, β=0.18) on accuracy (see Figure
9). Therefore, neither a learning effect nor exercise affected the accuracy on the CRT in the young
adult population.
In Part 2, the results of a mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA for the VA population
indicated a significant interaction effect between time and group (F=4.61, p=0.046, 2=0.21,
β=0.53) (see Figure 10). The group of athletes in the rest group, maintained accuracy before and
after the 15 minutes of quiet sitting (76% to 75% of trials correct respectively). The exercise group
improved from 69% of trials correct before the low-moderate intensity exercise bout, to 82% of
trials correct after the low-moderate intensity exercise bout.
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The mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA for the rest VA group versus the NA rest day
for accuracy demonstrated no interaction, and no main effect of time (F=0.61, p.45, 2=0.03,
β=0.12) (see Figure 11). No between-subject effect of group (NA vs. VA) was observed (F=0.35,
p=.56, 2=0.02, β=0.09). With the NA exercise group versus the NA exercise day, no interaction
was observed, however a main effect of time was presented (F=9.76, p<0, 2=0.34, β=0.84) (see
Figure 12). No between-subject effect was observed (F=0.83, p=.48, 2=0.03, β=0.12).
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Figure 9: CRT accuracy (% correct) during the 0.8 and 1.8 x SW aperture width trials for (Part 1) nonathletes before and after the moderate intensity exercise bout and 15 minutes of quiet sitting. No
significant main effect of time (p>.05) or group (p>.05).
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Figure 10: CRT accuracy (% correct) for the exercise and rest group during the 0.8 and 1.8 x SW aperture
width trials for (Part 2) varsity athletes before and after exercise bout (exercise group) and quiet sitting
(rest group). No significant main effect of time (p>.05) or group (p>.05). Significant interaction between
time and group (p<.05).
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Figure 11: CRT accuracy (% correct) for (Part 1) non-athletes and (Part 2) varsity athletes on the rest day
during the 0.8 and 1.8 x SW aperture width trials. No interaction effect of group and testing time (p>.05).
No between-subject effects (p>.05).
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Figure 12: CRT accuracy (% correct) for (Part 1) non-athletes and (Part 2) varsity athletes on the exercise
day during the 0.8 and 1.8 x SW aperture width trials. No interaction effect of group and testing time
(p>.05). No between-subject effects (p>.05).

2.4. Discussion
Decision for Perceived Rotation/Critical Point (CP)
The findings from the current study revealed that both NA and VA were able to modulate
their perceived SR’s to the gap width between the avatars (i.e. the smallest aperture resulted in
the highest rate of perceived SR and the largest aperture resulted in the lowest rate of perceived
SR) (see Figure 3a-d, 4a-d). Although the rate of perceived necessary rotations was modulated to
the gap width between the avatars, previously reported CPs during similar walking tasks
demonstrated a ceiling effect (i.e. at 0.8 x SW participants rotate for 100% of the trials) at the
smallest aperture sizes and a basement effect (i.e. at 1.8 x SW participants do not rotate for any
of the trials) at the largest aperture sizes (Warren & Whang, 1987; Higuchi et al., 2011).
Unfortunately, neither the NA or VA in the current study demonstrated these ceiling or basement
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effects. The reason for this could be that the participants based their perceptions on what would
happen in the best-case scenario, and not necessarily the true passability of gaps without the need
for SRs as previously observed in the perceptual overestimation of catchability of baseballs (Fajen,
Diaz, & Cramer, 2011). This explanation could explain why no ceiling effect was observed in the
current study, but it does not help explain the lack of a basement effect. The lack of a “true” CP
(i.e. presence of a ceiling and basement effect) in the current study is likely explained by the
perceptual nature of the CRT completed during the current study. Although vision-for-perception
(i.e., ventral stream) plays a major role in guiding judgements, its judgements usually help guide
actions according to vision-for-action (i.e., dorsal stream) (Goodall & Milner, 1992). The two
separate visual streams are responsible for forming one’s visual perceptual experiences. Since the
task in the current study was perceptual in nature, the participants were most likely utilizing the
ventral stream to make judgements about their actions, however participants did not physically
pass through the apertures. The lack of physically passing through apertures based on perceptual
judgements could prevent reinforcement of a link between perceptions and actions. The two
streams are linked such that the ventral stream informs the visual perceptual systems what actions
may be possible while the dorsal stream takes that information and uses it to guide actions.
The NA perceptual judgements were close to previous literature published on the presence
of CP’s under various environmental constraints (Hackney & Cinelli, 2011; Warren & Whang, 1987,
Wilmut & Barnett, 2010), revealing a CP (based on perceptions of future actions which was 1.4
times their SW). The smallest aperture width (0.8 x SW) had a significantly higher rate of perceived
rotation compared to the other aperture widths, and the largest aperture width (1.8 x SW) had a
significantly lower rate of perceived rotation when compared to aperture widths smaller than 1.4
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times the individuals’ SW (See Figure 3). Thus, similar to previous aperture crossing studies
(Hackney & Cinelli, 2011; Warren & Whang, 1987, Wilmut & Barnett, 2010) a perceived
behavioural switch point (i.e. CP) was found for the non-athletes at 1.29 times a participant’s SW
such that participants perceived a SR to be necessary for safe passage when the gap between
avatars was equal to or less than 1.3 times one’s SW (see Figure 3a). After 15 minutes of quiet
sitting, this CP was shifted closer to the individual’s true SW at 1.12 x SW (see Figure 3b). With
exposure. Conversely, on the exercise day the non-athletes CP was shifted from 1.13 x SW before
the exercise bout (see Figure 3c) to 1.25 x SW after the exercise bout (see Figure 3d). This change
in critical point for the non-athletes however, was not significant. This was the opposite
relationship observed in the varsity athletes, who shifted from a CP of 1.21 x SW before the
exercise bout (see Figure 4c) to 1.17 x SW after the exercise bout (see Figure 4d). It is possible that
the inconsistencies between these two populations is due to varsity athletes treating the VR world
as a real game/environment after exercise– where they are trained to pick the largest hole that is
passable and they may not consider the possibility of SR’s when judging the passability of gaps. In
situations where an individual must produce an avoidance behaviour (action), the ventral stream
would inform the visual perceptual system what actions are afforded while the dorsal stream
would take that information to guide the action (Goodale & Milner, 1992). However, the findings
from this study suggest that when measuring avoidance behaviours, it may be incorrect to assume
the individuals decisions are a direct reflection of the individual’s perceptions of action capabilities.
It was hypothesized that a 14-minute protocol of low-moderate intensity exercise would
shift the perceived CP in both the NA and VA closer to their actual SW. Although the varsity athletes
performed as expected (with their CP shifting from 1.21 x SW before exercise, to 1.17 after
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exercise), the non-athletes CP shifted from 1.13 x SW before exercise up to 1.25 x SW after
exercise. Training-specific benefits to action capabilities and avoidance behaviours that varsity
athletes may possess have only been observed in research when the athlete is completing a sportspecific task (i.e. when a football player is running but not walking (Higuchi et al., 2011) or in the
current paradigm, where the collision avoidance task is sport specific). The specific training the
varsity athlete population has received could be one explanation as to why their CP shifted closer
to their true SW after exercise while the non-athletes CP did not. Easterbrook’s inverted-U
hypothesis (1959) also suggests that people have unique “optimal arousal levels”. It is possible
that the exercise bout over aroused the non-athletes, as they are not practiced in performing
cognitive tasks after exercise. This could explain why this population was more conservative
following the exercise protocol. The varsity athletes however, have extensive experience/practice
performing cognitive tasks under physiological arousal and therefore may have a higher “optimal
arousal level”. The 14-minute bout of low-moderate intensity exercise, although relatively easy for
this population, may have been closer to this populations optimal arousal level, resulting in a
judgement of CP which was closer to the subjects true SW.

Response Time
It was hypothesized that as the gap between the approaching avatars got closer to the
reported CP in the literature (i.e. 1.4 times an individual’s SW (Hackney & Cinelli, 2011; Warren &
Whang, 1987, Wilmut & Barnett, 2010) the response time would be slower for both the NA and
VA population. The results from the current study demonstrated that the aperture width 1.4 times
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an individual’s SW (i.e. the reported CP in the literature) had a significantly slower response time
for the NA (see Figure 5) and at 1.6 times an individuals’ SW for the VA (see Figure 6). It is possible
that an increase in RT could function to allow more time to determine whether a SR is required or
to allow for more time to accurately process visual information as the aperture is closer to the
individual’s true SW and poses a greater threat if misjudged.
It was also hypothesized that the RT would be reduced (i.e. faster RT) after a 14-minute
protocol of low-moderate intensity exercise, because cognitive performance should improve
under increased amounts of arousal by narrowing attentional focus to task-relevant cues
(Easterbrook, 1959). By gating out irrelevant information the individual would require less time to
process visual information before making a confident judgement on the safe passage between the
avatars. This hypothesis was not supported, as neither exercise nor the 15 minutes of quiet sitting
resulting in a significant change in RT. Again, it is likely that the exercise protocol utilized in the
current study was either not long enough, or not intense enough to elicit the physiological benefits
required to show an improvement in response time, and future studies should attempt to use a
higher intensity or longer duration graded exercise protocol to investigate the effect of exercise
on perceptual judgements.
For the VA population, the overall response times were consistently shorter and less
variable at the second testing time-point than the first, regardless of whether the athlete
completed 12 minutes of moderate intensity exercise or 15 minutes of quiet sitting (see Figure 7).
Consistent with Kida and colleagues (2005), sport-specific decision-making abilities are aided by
training and practice and being immersed in a VR world is a novel experience for these individuals.
It is possible the athletes were unable to show their true visuomotor processing skills until the
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second-time point, allowing them to become accustomed to this new environment. Athletes have
also previously demonstrated reduced variability in sport-specific movement (Kida et al., 2005;
Pfaff & Cinelli, 2017), suggesting that once the athlete has identified a method that is successful
in their sport, the tendency is to stick with that method. Interestingly, the current findings suggest
the VA were significantly more variable than the NA at rest, however not after exercise (see Figure
8). Since the VR world was novel, it is possible it took the athletes a few minutes to acclimate and
identify with the VR stadium; understanding that their sport-specific training could be translated
to the CRT in the current study. Exercise also may have made the VR world feel more sport-specific
for the athlete.

Accuracy
It was hypothesized that a 14-minute protocol of low-moderate intensity exercise would
result in an improvement in cognitive functioning and judgement in both the NA and VA
populations. This improved cognitive function would be quantified by an increase in accuracy
when judging the passability of the two extreme aperture widths (i.e. 0.8 x SW and 1.8 x SW).
According to Easterbrook’s’ theory (1978), it was predicted that the decision-making accuracy
would follow the Inverted-U model (Yerkes-Dodson, 1908) with moderate intensity exercise
resulting in an improvement in accuracy. The group of VA who completed 15 minutes of quiet
sitting did not improve in their accuracy (had 75% accuracy before the rest period, and 76%
accuracy afterwards) (see Figure 10). This suggests that a second exposure to the task (learning)
had no effect on accuracy for the CRT used in the current study (see Figure 15). Conversely, the
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VA who completed a bout of moderate intensity exercise improved their accuracy from 69%
before the exercise protocol to 82% accuracy afterward (see Figure 10). Previous research has
shown that basic perception-action skills such as throwing or running are context-specific; with
improvements in these skills only being transferable to new situations if the new behaviour serves
a similar functional purpose (Adolph, 2000; Kida et al., 2005). Consistent with these findings, a
benefit was only evident after low-moderate intensity exercise, likely because increased arousal
allowed the current studies paradigm to feel and appear more sport-specific for the VA.
The NA’s accuracy during the CRT task did not increase either following 15-minutes of quiet
sitting or after the 14-minute protocol of low-moderate intensity exercise, suggesting there was
neither a learning effect nor an effect of the exercise on accuracy (see Figure 9). This suggests that
the CRT task used in the current study was sufficient in consistently and accurately assessing an
individual’s perception of their actions (i.e., decision-making capabilities). It is possible that the
exercise protocol did not elicit an improvement in accuracy because the 14-minute protocol of
low-moderate intensity exercise was not long enough, or intense enough to produce the
physiological changes required to see an improvement. An alternative explanation for the
differences between the NA and VA performance in the second exposure to the task could be due
to differences in the populations “optimal arousal level”. Easterbrook (1959) described a certain
level of arousal that will result in peak performance during cognitive tasks. It is possible the VA had
a lower optimal arousal level and thus demonstrated their peak performance during the first-time
point (thus showing no improvement with exercise, which would have overly-aroused them). Due
to training and exposure to game-situations, it is possible the VA were under-aroused during the
first-time point, and exercise pushed them into their optimal arousal state (Easterbrook, 1959). It
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is also possible that when an individual is forced to rely on an isolated vision-for-perception
(ventral) stream, they are unable to make accurate perceptual judgements of future actions in
dynamically changing environments. Despite visual acuity (Millslagle, Delarosby, & Vonbank, 2005)
and attentional focus (i.e. cognitive function) (Easterbrook, 1959) improving with moderate
intensity exercise, not being permitted to produce the action impairs an individual’s ability to
properly integrate perception and action to produce a safe and accurate decision. Consistent with
findings from Franchak and colleagues (2010), producing an action will provide feedback that will
aid in making accurate body-scaled judgements about aperture crossing. The current study helps
tease out perceptual judgements from actions in aperture crossing tasks and provides a better
understanding of the relationship between the two visuals streams.

Future Direction
It is difficult to fully determine if one’s observed actions and behaviours are a direct reflection
of the perceptions provided by the ventral stream, however by teasing out perceptual judgements
from actions, it may be possible to obtain a better understanding of the relationship between the
two visual streams. It is possible that if the participants were allowed to perform the task by
walking through the approaching avatars and physically produce the behaviour, a “true” CP at 1.4
times SW would have emerged, with a ceiling and basement effect (i.e. the 0.8 x SW aperture
resulting in 100% rotation, and the 1.8 x SW aperture resulting in 0% rotation) as the participant
would be able to utilize both visual streams. Future studies should examine this relationship, and
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whether a difference exists between the perceived behaviours and the performed behaviours
during collision avoidance tasks.
Higuchi and colleagues (2011) found American football players showed a significantly later
onset of SR when completing aperture crossing tasks, as well as a smaller magnitude of SR when
compared to their non-athlete counterparts. This delayed temporal response to an obstacle
avoidance is expected in a game; keeping the movement plan hidden to deceive the opposing
player. If the paradigm of the current study had been such that the individual had to physically
pass through the closing gap, and their perceptual judgement at the two second cut off was
incorrect, they could still make a last-minute correction. Part 2 of the current study measured
perceptual judgements of American football players during a game-like situation, and it may be
possible that their training has taught them to rely on these last-minute adjustments for deception
and success in a game. In this case, perhaps measuring perceptual judgements of American
football players just prior to passing through the gap may have resulted in perceptual judgements
that would more closely match their actual behaviours. Future studies could occlude vision at
various temporal periods leading up to the theoretical time-to-collision, to investigate whether
last-minute judgements by sport-specifically trained athletes are more accurate in their perceptual
judgements regarding the passability of apertures. In a game setting, the opponents (i.e. avatars)
would also be approaching at various angles. A limitation of the current study is that the avatars
consistently approached at a 45-degree angle. Future studies could utilize the element of surprise
in a game-like setting, by programming the avatars to approach at various different angles, to
investigate whether varying amounts of visual information would affect perceptual judgements.
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It is also possible that the 14-minute bout of low-moderate intensity exercise was either not
long enough, or the intensity was not high enough to elicit the physiological changes required to
improve dynamic visual acuity (Millslagle, Delarosby, & Vonbank, 2005) and attentional focus (i.e.
cognitive function) (Easterbrook, 1959) to present as an improvement in perceptual performance
(either accuracy or response time) during this CRT task. The current study used a low-moderate
intensity exercise protocol that was deemed safe for a concussed subject, with the initial intention
of collecting from this population. Future studies should look at the effect of various intensities
and durations of physical activity on this non-concussed population. It is also possible the subjects
had recovered from the physiological arousal of the exercise by the time they completed the CRT.
Although not possible for the current paradigm, future studies could attempt to physically stress
the subjects while simultaneously delivering a cognitive task. This would be a more game-specific
situation for the athletic population, who must make these cognitive decisions while under
physiological stress in regular game play.

2.5. Conclusions
One’s accuracy at perceiving the passability of gaps is essential for locomotion through
dynamic and complex environments. Overall, the results of the current study demonstrate that
both NA and VA are able to accurately modulate their perceived SRs to gap width, with the nonathletes demonstrating an average CP of 1.21 x SW at rest, and a CP of 1.25 x SW after exercise.
Conversely, the athletes had an average CP of 1.1 x SW at rest and a CP of 1.17 x SW after exercise.
Kandula and colleagues (2016) differentiated between inherent action-capabilities (i.e. motor skills
one possesses) and momentary action capabilities (i.e. robustness of skills to cope with the current
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task) and found that a combination of both of these skills allows an individual to modulate
behaviours and estimate time-to-contact. It is possible that the varsity athletes had superior
inherent action capabilities. It is also possible that the VA learn to hide their maneuvers until the
last moment through practice, providing them with a strategical advantage by deceiving the
opponent regarding the direction they plan to move. This study required the VA to make a decision
about a perceived action two seconds prior to the theoretical collision, when they would normally
rely on online visual control and last-minute adjustments if placed in a real-life game situation.
The lack of a “true” CP in both populations (i.e. no ceiling or basement effect) is likely due
to the unsupported assumption that one’s perceptions of their action-capabilities are a direct
reflection of the behaviours an individual would actually employ. By forcing the individuals to
commit to a perception regarding the passability of the gaps two seconds prior to time of crossing,
we are restricting them from being able to make last minute adjustments. It is possible the
individuals are making decisions based on a “best-case-scenario” judgement, and exercise may
have improved accuracy on this task if the non-athletes were allowed to make a judgement closer
to the time of crossing.
The exercise bout did not improve accuracy for the NA, however the improvement
observed in the VA is likely due to the increased arousal producing a sport-specific familiarity for
the athletes within the VR world. Although the visual streams for vision and action are separate,
when measuring avoidance behaviour, it may be inaccurate to assume one’s perceptions of actioncapabilities are a direct reflection of the behaviour an individual would choose to employ given
the chance. Collectively, the results from this thesis provide an understanding of how aperture
crossing tasks are strategized in a VR world, when asked to rely solely on vision-for-perception
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(ventral stream). This study provides further support that during tasks that would typically require
both body- and action-scaled information (such as a dynamic collision avoidance task), neither
vision-for-action nor vision-for-perception are adequate in isolation for accurate judgements.
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Appendix A
Health History Questionnaire
We are interested in your personal history because it may help us to better understand the results of our study.
Your answers to a few short questions will aid us in this effort. All answers will be kept strictly confidential.
Participants may choose to not provide a response to any question they chose without penalty. Thank you for
your help.
Demographics:
1. Age:___________
2. Year of Birth: ________ Month of Birth: _________
3. Height: _______________
4. Weight: _______________
5. Gender:_______________
6. Current Employment:____________________________
7. Have you ever been unconscious, had a head injury or had blackouts?
A) NO / YES
B) Cause:_________________________________________________
C) Duration:_______________________________________________
D) Treatment:______________________________________________
E) Outcome:_______________________________________________
F) Year(s): _________________________________________________
8. Have you been seriously ill or hospitalized in the past 6 months?
A) NO / YES
B) Cause:__________________________________________________
C) Duration:________________________________________________
Do you have now, or have you had in the past:
10. a) A Stroke?
b) Transient ischemic attack?

NO / YES
NO / YES

When?

12. High blood pressure?

NO / YES
NO / YES

Nature (MI, angina, narrowing of arteries):
Is it controlled?

13. Seizures?

NO / YES

Age Onset:______ Frequency:___________
Cause:__________ Treatment:___________

11. Heart disease?
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14. Epilepsy?

NO / YES

15. Frequent headaches?

NO / YES

16. Dizziness?

NO / YES

17. Trouble walking?
Unsteadiness

NO / YES

18. Arthritis?

NO / YES

19. Any injuries to the lower limb?
(e.g. hip, knee, ankle)

NO / YES

20. Serious illness (e.g. liver
disease)?

NO / YES

21. Neurological disorders?

NO / YES

22. Anxiety?

NO / YES

23. (Other) psychological
difficulties?

NO / YES

Tension / migraine

24. Medication: Please list the medication you are currently taking and any other medication that you have
taken in the past year:
Type of Medication

Reason for Consumption

Duration of Consumption and Dose

Aa
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
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25. Present Problems - Are you currently troubled by any of the following?
Concentration/ Attention problems
NO / YES
Nature:
Memory problems

NO / YES

Nature:

Difficulties finding words

NO / YES

Nature:

26. Physical Activity
How many times per week do you take part in physical activity (e.g., walking, gardening, house
hold chores, dancing) or exercise? _______
Please list the types of physical activities that you partake in:
Activity

Number of times per week

27. On average over the course of your lifetime, do you experience sensitivity to motion, motion
sickness, and/or sensitivity to 3D movies/virtual reality? Please explain.
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Appendix B

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT
Effect of exercise on cognitive function during the recovery period of a sports-related concussion
Jaime Mitchell (mitc0290@mylaurier.ca) & Dr. Michael Cinelli (mcinelli@wlu.ca)

You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is first, to investigate how
cognitive function progresses over the recovery period of a sports-related concussion. Secondly, identify how
exercise influences performance on a decision-making task. The study will be conducted by masters’ student,
Jaime Mitchell; and supervisor, Dr. Michael Cinelli from the Department of Kinesiology and Physical
Education at Wilfrid Laurier University.

INFORMATION

Participants will be required to complete a questionnaire on their health history, and the DOSPERT Risk
Taking Survey. The participants will then be asked to complete a SCAT4 symptom evaluation to ensure they
are not experiencing any concussion-related symptoms at rest.

Day 1: The participant will be immersed in a virtual reality world that will appear as a football stadium, where
they will complete a decision-making task. The participant will move up-field in the virtual reality world with
two humanoids moving towards them at converging angles. When the participant is 2 m away from the
humanoids the screen will go black, and the participant will be asked to identify whether they could fit
through the two humanoids without rotating/squishing their shoulders or not. The athlete will then complete
a 10-minute graded exercise bout on a cycle ergometer. The exercise will be preceded by a 2-minute warm
up, followed by a 10-minute graded exercise protocol; with the resistance being increased every minute until
a moderate heart rate of 130-140bpm is achieved. This will be followed with a 2-minute cool down. If the
participant experiences any concussion-related symptoms the study will be terminated immediately. The
participant will be re-immersed into the virtual reality world, and will repeat the decision-making task. The
study this day should take approximately 1 hour: 15 minutes for the surveys, 30 minutes for the decisionmaking task, and 15 minutes for the exercise bout.

Day 2: The same as above, but in leu of the exercise protocol, a 15-minute period of quiet sitting will occur.
This day of collection will take approximately 50 minutes: 5 minutes to completed the symptom evaluation,
30 minutes for the decision-making task, and 15 minutes for quiet sitting.
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RISKS

During the decision-making task, the participants will not be experiencing any more threat than what they
would be if walking in a natural environment. The entire experiment is self-paced, the start of each trial is
determined by the participant allowing for them to take as long as they need to reduce any possible
symptoms of fatigue or boredom. It is possible the participant may experience motion-sickness while
immersed in the virtual reality world. In the event the participant experiences any nausea, the participant will
be removed from the virtual reality world and the study will be terminated immediately.

BENEFITS

The findings of this study could provide researchers with a better understanding of how cognitive function
progresses over the recovery period of a sports-related concussion, as well as developing understanding of
how exercise will impact performance on a decision-making task. When athletes return to sport, they are
required to simultaneously make decisions and be under physiological stress. These findings will hopefully
lead to a more concrete time frame required to heal from a concussion, and a more robust return-to-sport
protocol.

CONFIDENTIALITY

Each participant will be given a unique ID that is made up of a series of numbers and letters that only Jaime
Mitchell and supervisor, Dr. Michael Cinelli will be able to identify with the participant such that all paper
work or test results will be kept confidential. Also, results will not be presented as individual data but rather
group means in order to further protect the identity of the athlete.

COMPENSATION

Every day the participant participates, they will be awards with an entry in a draw for an (12A) IPOD at the
end of the study. If you withdraw from the study prior to its completion, you will still receive the
compensation.

____________
participant's initials
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CONTACT

If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, (or you experience adverse effects as a
result of participating in this study) you may contact the researcher, Dr. Michael Cinelli at 75 University Ave.
W., Bricker Academics Rm. 511 or at 519-884-0710 x 4217. This project has been reviewed and approved by
the University Research Ethics Board (12D) (REB#5417). If you feel you have not been treated according to
the descriptions in this form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course
of this project, you may contact Dr. Robert Basso, Chair, University Research Ethics Board, Wilfrid Laurier
University, (519) 884-1970, extension 4994 or rbasso@wlu.ca

PARTICIPATION

Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate without penalty. If you decide to
participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty and without loss of benefits to
which you are otherwise entitled. If you withdraw from the study, every attempt will be made to remove
your data from the study, and have it destroyed. You have the right to omit any question(s)/procedure(s)
you choose.

FEEDBACK AND PUBLICATION

If you are interested in receiving feedback of the findings of this study, you may leave an email with the
primary investigator. A PDF of the key findings will be sent out in August 2018. This study is being completed
in accordance with the requirements for the masters of kinesiology program, and the findings can also be
found in a journal article upon its completion.

CONSENT

I have read and understand the above information. I have received a copy of this form. I agree to participate
in this study.

Participant's signature____________________________________ Date _________________

Investigator's signature__________________________________

Date _________________
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